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1. Introduction

•Rate of change of illegal reproduction upon distribution channel in 2011 : a

decrease of 44.6% on P2P, 15.0% on webhard, 3.6% on portal compared with the

previous year

• Increase of illegal uploading using torrent : Balloon effect of webhard registration

system, tightening up on monitoring of illegal reproductions, the increase of digital

contents in associate with the copyright holder

•We need a technology which trace heavy-uploaders circulating illegal digital

contents.

• It is hard for us to trace the heavy-uploaders circulating those, Because of the

appearance of Easy-Tor based of Tor using the technology of anonymity network

•We need to walk around the technologies for coming up the methodology

regarding the trace of heavy uploaders

•We should obtain the technology which trace heavy-uploaders using packet

analysis



2. BitTorrent Protocol

•The representative protocol using P2P

•Using several for one file sharing technique : client-client model

•One client generates multitudinous sessions with a number of clients

2.1 Definition and Characteristics of BitTorrent Protocol

Seeder : Clients with the entire file

Leecher : Clients with the part file

피어 (Peer) : Generic term for seeder and
leecher

Tracker : Servers which manage peer’s
information for file sharing

Swarm : This is managed by trackers and exists
by each sharing file



2. BitTorrent Protocol

① Downloading a torrent file(.torrent)

② Tracker Request

③ Tracker Response

④ Downloading a file from peers

2.2 Operating Principles of BitTorrent Protocol



2. BitTorrent Protocol

2.3 Structure of Torrent File Torrent file is a meta file which contains key information
for client downloading files



2. BitTorrent Protocol

Name Parameter Description

Torrent
Filename A name of a torrent file (e.g., 이소라_mp3.torrent)

Info Hash A inherent value of the sharing file

Tracker Tracker URL
URL of Tracker
Multiple URL are put in this item

Meta Data

Directory A name of directory in which torrent file is stored

Created On A creation date and time of a torrent file

Created By A name which create a torrent file

Comment A description which a creator enters

Piece Length

Length of piece which is used in exchanging files among peers
Minimum or default value is 128 Kbytes. If a creator doesn’t’
enter a certain value, Piece Length is assigned automatically
according to BitTorrent Protocol Specifications

Files Filename The name of sharing files
(e.g., 01_사랑이야(송창식)_이소라.mp3)

2.3 Structure of Torrent File Torrent file is a meta file which contains key information
for client downloading files



2. BitTorrent Protocol

 Selective Source : A name of a file or a folder

which you share

 Trackers : Multiple URL which you use

2.3 Structure of Torrent File Torrent file is a meta file which contains key information
for client downloading files



2. BitTorrent Protocol

2.4 Principle of Generation of Hash Value

Four parameters: Directory, Piece Length, Private,
Filename are used to generate a hash value

A hash value of a torrent file is changed although only
one out of four parameters is changed > Trackers
understand a different file in spite of same file

We can include multiple files to share in a torrent file
unlike existed P2P

To share multiple files, we assign a directory name to
“Directory” parameter. Also we assign names of files to
multiple “Filename” parameters



2. BitTorrent Protocol

2.5 Communication between the Peer and the Tracker

•HTTP(HyperText Transfer Protocol) Protocol is used

•Executing a torrent file, a client requests peer-list to a tracker(or multiple trackers)

based information included in the torrent file

•Based a hash value a client sends, The tracker notifies the client of peer-list which

belong to pertinent



2. BitTorrent Protocol

Message Parameter Description

Tracker
Request

info_hash
urlencoded 20-byte SHA1 hash of the value of the info key from the
Metainfo file

peer_id urlencoded 20-byte string used as a unique ID for the client

port The port number that the client is listening on

upload The total amount uploaded in base ten ASCII

download The total amount downloaded in base ten ASCII

left The number of bytes this client still has to download in base ten
ASCII.

key (option)
Optional. An additional client identification mechanism that is not
shared with any peers

2.5 Communication between the Peer and the Tracker



2. BitTorrent Protocol

Message Parameter Description

Tracker
Request

event

Started: The first request to the tracker must include the event key
with this value
Stopped: Must be sent to the tracker if the client is shutting down
gracefully.
Completed: Must be sent to the tracker when the download completes

numwant (option)
Optional. Number of peers that the client would like to receive from
the tracker

compact
Set 1: Indicates that the peer receive only peers’ IP address and port
Set 0: Indicates that the peer receive a variety of information besides
peers’ IP address and port

no_peer_id
Indicates that the tracker can omit peer id field in peers dictionary.
This option is ignored if compact is enabled

ip (option) Optional. The true IP address of the client machine

2.5 Communication between the Peer and the Tracker



2. BitTorrent Protocol

Message Parameter Description

Tracker
Response

complete number of peers with the entire file

downloaded total number of times the tracker has registered a completion

incomplete number of non-seeder peers

interval
Interval in seconds that the client should wait between sending
regular requests to the tracker

min interval (option)
(optional) Minimum announce interval. If present clients must not
reannounce more frequently than this.

peers IP addresses of peers

2.5 Communication between the Peer and the Tracker



2. BitTorrent Protocol

< Sample of Tracker Request >

<Description>

 Indicates that a leecher has just executed a

torrent file. The size of file we will download

is 2,111,293,081 bytes (uploaded=0, downlo-

aded=0, left=211,293,081, event=started)

 Requests 200 peers’ information (numwa-

nt=200)

2.5 Communication between the Peer and the Tracker



2. BitTorrent Protocol

< Sample of Tracker Response >

<Description>

 Indicates that the number of seeders is 483,

the number of leechers is 364, the number

of receiving “complete” from peers is 349

 Indicates minimal interval at which peers

send Tracker Request is 838 seconds

2.5 Communication between the Peer and the Tracker



2. BitTorrent Protocol

2.6 Communication among Peers

•Communicates among peers using BitTorrent Protocol

•Handshake : the client exchange mutual information to sharing files

•Henceforward, peers notify other peers of the information of piece which they own

periodically(Have). Also peers request a piece which they need(Request) and receive

it(Piece)



2. BitTorrent Protocol

Message Description

Keep-alive Indicates if pertinent peer is still alive

Choke
Indicates that a peer can’t respond to other peers’ request although other peers 
which need pieces send “Request” message to the peer

Unchoke Indicates that a peer can respond to other peers’ request 

Have Indicates that a peer notifies other peers of information of piece the peer owns

Request
Indicates that a peer send other peers to “index” and “offset” of piece the peer 
needs

Piece Indicates that real piece is included and also relevant index, offset is included

2.6 Communication among Peers



2. BitTorrent Protocol

①

②

③

Peer1 (192.168.0.21), Peer2(210.123.2.20)

① Indicates that Handshake between Peer1 and Peer2

② Indicates that Peer2 notifies Peer1 that Peer2 can receive “Request” message(Unchoke)

and Peer1 requests Peer2 to pieces of data needed, at the same time two pieces of data(Request)

and Peer2 sends Peer1 to two pieces of data(Piece)

③ Indicates that Peer1 notifies all of peers in swarm of two pieces of data Peer1 requested

and at the same time Peer1 requests other piece of data to Peer2

and Peer2 send Peer1 to pertinent pieces of data. The routine above is repeated

2.6 Communication among Peers



3. Anonymous Network(Tor)

3.1 What is Tor?

•Tor is distributed overlay network designed to anonymize TCP-based applications

like web browsing, secure shell, and instant messaging

•Clients choose a path through the network and build a circuit

•Message are put in cells and unwrapped at each node or onion router with a

symmetric key

•The Onion Routers only know the successor or predecessor but not any other

Onion Router



3. Anonymous Network(Tor)

3.2 Operating Principles of Tor



3. Anonymous Network(Tor)

3.3 What is Easy-Tor

•Easy-Tor is a domestic software which employs proxy function in not only the

Mozilla Firefox Browser but also other web browsers, even torrent client



4. Methodology on Tracing Illegal Digital Contents

4.1 Analysis on “downloaded” Parameter and “left” Parameter of Tracker 
Request in Common Environment

[Goal] - Is it possible to distinguish originally a seeder and a seeder changed from a

leecher?

[Presumption] - Originally a Seeder : downloaded = 0, left=0

- a Seeder changed from a Leecher : downloaded = any number, left=0

[Result] - In both cases, downloaded=0, left=0 → We can’t distinguishment

< Originally a Seeder >

<a Seeder changed
from Leecher>

< Originally a Seeder >

< a Seeder changed
from a Leecher >



4. Methodology on Tracing Illegal Digital Contents

4.2 Analysis on Parameters of Tracker Response in Common Environment

[Goal] - Is it possible to distinguish originally a seeder and a seeder changed from a

leecher?

[Presumption] - Originally a Seeder : complete = 1, downloaded=0

- a Seeder changed from a Leecher : complete = any, downloaded=any

[Result] – If in 4.1 section, left=0 and downloaded=0, the pertinent client is

more likely to have been a originally seeder

Originally a Seeder complete downloaded incomplete

scrape 0 0 0

announce 1 - 0

a Seeder changed
from a Leecher complete downloaded incomplete

scrape 0 1 0

announce 1 - 0

< Parameter Values in Environment  Made up One Seeder and One Leecher >



4. Methodology on Tracing Illegal Digital Contents

scrape of
Originally a Seeder

announce of
Originally a Seeder

scrape of
a Seeder changed
from a Leecher

announce of
a Seeder changed
from a Leecher

4.2 Analysis on Parameters of Tracker Response in Common Environment

[Goal] - Is it possible to distinguish originally a seeder and a seeder changed from a

leecher?

[Presumption] - Originally a Seeder : complete = 1, downloaded=0

- a Seeder changed from a Leecher : complete = any, downloaded=any

[Result] – If in 4.1 section, left=0 and downloaded=0, the pertinent client is

more likely to have been a originally seeder



4. Methodology on Tracing Illegal Digital Contents

4.3 Analysis on “peer_id” Parameter and “key” Parameter in Using Proxy 
Server

[Goal] – Is it possible to trace a client in changing a Real IP address because of proxy

server?

[Presumption] - “peer_id” parameter and “key” parameter won’t be changed although

a real IP address is changed by proxy server

[Result] - When a real IP address is changed, “peer_id” parameter isn’t changed



4. Methodology on Tracing Illegal Digital Contents

<Change of Real IP address> <Same “peer_id” Parameter>

4.3 Analysis on “peer_id” Parameter and “key” Parameter in Using Proxy 
Server

[Goal] – Is it possible to trace a client in changing a Real IP address because of proxy

server?

[Presumption] - “peer_id” parameter and “key” parameter won’t be changed although

a real IP address is changed by proxy server

[Result] - When a real IP address is changed, “peer_id” parameter isn’t changed



5. Countermeasure

5.1 Block Sites which Share Seed Files

• It isn’t easy for us to trace IP address of users which circulates illegal digital

contents in using proxy server

• It would be an efficient countermeasure to block sites which share seed files



5. Countermeasure

5.2 Block Trackers’ IP Address

•Referring sites which shard tracker’ IP or we collect packet in backbone network and

sort IP addresses of high frequency, We could block trackers’ IP address

•Because the case, such as anti-virus software engine update, exists, it could cause

obstructions to block trackers’ IP address incogitant



5. Countermeasure

5.3 Block Exit Node’s IP address

•Referring sites which manage exit node’s IP address, We can gather Exit Node’s IP

address

•Blocking exit node’s IP address of high bandwidth, we could prevent users from

sharing illegal digital contents



6. Conclusion

•Sharing illegal digital contents Using torrent has rapidly increased

•We should study on relevant technology and it’s realizability to trace and block IP

addresses of users which share illegal digital contents

•Analyzing on “downloaded” parameter and “left” parameter in common

environment, we can’t distinguish originally a seeder and a seeder changed from

leecher

•Analyzing on “peer_id” Parameter and “key” Parameter in Using Proxy Server,

although a real IP address is changed, “peer_id” parameter isn’t changed

• It is efficient for us to block IP address of sites which share seed files and trackers,

exit node than to trace first or heavy uploader

• In constraint condition, because of blocking IP address of trackers normal services,

such as anti-virus software engine update, are stopped
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